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TRANSLATION OF THE
MISSIONARIES' LETTER.

Ta the

Committee and ^members of the Native Evangelical

Gliurch of Beyrout.

Dear brethren,

In presenting to you our brotherly salutations, we beg

to say ; — That a question w^s sent to us, through the

peippetual secretary of our mission, demanding, whether we

lilje to labour after uniting the two evangelical churches

of Beyrout into one church, excluding the Presbyterian

regulations : to which, we give tlie following answer.

We note ^yith tljie greatest s.allsfactiou the increase

of affection between these two churches, and we do not

overlook the great benefit wLich may accrue from their

union ; but we regret to find that it was made cotiditiona,!

on the seperation of one of them from being boun(j!

organically with her sister churches in the parishes of our

mission, and from the orgmization of the neighbouring

churches of other missions sucli as those of Egypt,

Damascus, Shweir, and North Syria ; and from the American

churches wliicb are carrying out missionary work in this

land. And yet, all^this, for the sake of union with a ehui ch

wliich refrains form "submitting to the Presbyterian code,

without having actually tried ifc or r.efuted its validity by
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;
scriptural or rational proofs.

r

1

Consequently, on account of the existence of the

j

Presbyterian code in the parishes which are under our

'control, it is> na more left for us to judge in the

^questions relating to church administration, but to direct

all such questioas to the Presbyterian Conference, for

deliberation, discussion, and decision.

' Nevertheless, as our right is reserved to offer opinions

;and brotherly advice, we wish to remind the two churches

of certain principles which we deem to be of vital

importance in the forming and controlling of christian

churches, and which also, we think, have been, somehow,

neglected in both churches; —
1. It is necessary that each church should care for,

and defr iy her own expenses as] best as she can

and as Kuon as she is able to do so. She is also requested

to do her utmost to attain this end, even if it should cost

her members, much self-denial, personally and collectively.

2. It is also necessary for each church, regarding her

administration, to maintain the principle of judgment by

majority of voles, very strictly and zealously ; tor it is

a fundamental principle for liberty and justice in the

church.

3. Each church should hold in her own hands the

control of her finances. She is urgently warned not to

hand over this right to agents or committees, even if they

were of her acting and legal members, unless they were

properly elected by majority of votes, by which also, they
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may be liable to be re-elected, changed or substituted by

her own votes. When in office, they are responsible to her,

next to God ; and are bound to present and submit all

their reports to her, to be examined and sanctioned.

4. Each church should unite with the other neighbouring

churches who are sisters to her in faith j and should also be

constitutionally bound to them, for by doing so, she would

be well guarded and protected, and her outward service

would be more improved and of greater influence.

Considering our respect for the liberty of the churches

in managing their own affairs, we never think to be umpires

in these churches ;
yet, we consider our relations with them

so great, and important, and binding ; and we deem their

edification and progress, a matter of great interest and

concern to us, that we are called upon to declare, that

owing to long meditation, and careful communications, and

wide experience, our confidence was greatly increased in

the solidity of the Presbyterian code, which is now in

practice in the evangelical churches of Syria, that it is the

simplest in practice, the safest in guarding against dangers,

and the most effectual in forwarding this interest and this

growth.

Tiierefore, as one of the evangelical churches of Beyrout

is now bound with the other churches by the presbyterian

code, we need not repeat that it is no business of ouis,

to liberate her from this bond, neither is she able to do so

herself, nor to carry oiU independently, any import.:'.nt

project, without consulting the presbytery— : unless
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she wishes to encroach on the honour of her sister

churches, to break her promises, her duties and pledges,

and sever^ her relations which are brought to existence

through the Presbyterian regulations.

It is considered that the greatest value and benefit

of the Presbyterian Code, is, that it guards every chui'ch

bound to it from plunging into hasly conclusions, which

may be at variance with wisdom and justice.

Consequently, we rejoice that the Divine Providence

has smoothed the path for the settlea.ent of this question,

very shortly, and in an agi'eeable way, through the

meeting of the Presbyterian conference which will be held in

Beyrout next April. For this conference is the legitimate

representative of all rights and responsibilities which are for

us, and against us in the control of decisions and church

regulations.

This regency is affirmed, not only by the official reports

of our mission, but also by the Acts of the old constitution,

on which all the evangelical churches of this country were

established.

Having expressed ourselves thus far, we conclude by

invoking the blessing of the Head of the Church on you

and your families, collectively ; and may the grace, mercy

and peace of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost

be with you all. Amen.

by order, and for the American mission.

Your brother,

H. H. JESSUP,

Gen. Sec.
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To the Rev. Members of the American Mission in

Beyrout, Lebanon, Tripoli and Sidon.

-r! a =={-

Dear and venerable brethren in the Risen Lord,

"We beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the

20th. Dec. 1897, signed by your general and perpetual

secretary in this country, and in Nvhich you express the hope

to see the two Protestant Churches in Beyrout united into

One. We, hereby, quote the following paragraph of your

letter :

—
«A question was sent to us, through Ihe perpetual

secretary of our mission, demanding, whether we like to

labour after uniting the two evangelical churches of Beyrout,

into one church, excluding the Presbyterian regulations

:

To which, we give the following answer.

« We note with the greatest satisfaction the increase

of affection between these two churches, and we do not

overlook the great benefit which may accrue form their

union; but we regret to find that it was made conditional

on the seperation of one of them from being bound
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organically with her sister churches in the parishes of our

mission, and from the organization of the neighbouring

churches of other mission; such as those of Egypt,

Damascus, Shweir, and North Syria ; and from the American

churches whieli are carrying out missionary worlc in this

land. And yet, all this, for the sake of union with a church

which refrains from submitting to the Presbyterian code,

without having actually tried it or refuted its validity by

scriptural or j'ational' proofs.

"Consequently, on account of the existence of the

Presbyterian code in the parishes which are under our

control, it is no more left for us to judge in the;

questions relating to church administration but to direct

all such questions to the Presbyterian Conference, for

deliberation, discussion, and decision."

These are the very words of your said letter and we beg

to express our comments as follows :
—

We were greatly astonished at the wording of this epistle

that we hardly believed that it was written by your said sec-

retary for two reasons : First, it was not signed by his own

handwriting, and secondly, because it greatly differs from what

he had announced to some members of our native church some

time ago, when he asked them to attend a meeting expressly

held for discussing the question of unity.
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We, hereby, repeat his own words. "What prevents the

two churches from uniting into one? It the Presbyterian code

stands in the way, we can not see why it should not be

put aside. What we aim at, is not the introduction and

the carrying out of the said code, but that the church

should maintain herself, and be independent." He also added,

that he had communicated these views to all members of the

mission including Rev. Dr. Eddy, and that all the answers were

satisfactory, excepting two from Sidon field, who had not yet

written. Even Rev. Mr. Marsh, of Tripoh, expressed his

surprise that such a thing did not exist here as a Presbyterian

code.

He has also expressed this fact ; that the regulations

of the said Presbyterian code of the church is not in practice,

so that when two or three churches have actually become

independent, they were free to act according to their own

present circumstances and regulations. Then he added, that

the secretary of the Presbyterian Board of America, who Is an

intelligent and prudent christian, and who has been on a visit to

the East, has himself said, after strict investigation and

experience, that the Presbyterian Code is quite unworkable

in the churches of the Orient; and that the churches in Persia

have preferred to follow the regulations of the Episcopal

church; and that, were these churches forced to follow the
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Presbyterian code, they would have been decayed and ruined.

He also added, that even the Board in America, to escape

the enormous expenses which were incurred by the

compulsory annual meetings, which amounted to 35,000

dollars, has decided to hold the general meeting once every

three years, only.

Rev. Dr. H- Jessup, moreover, concluded by asking

for the bill which was framed and signed by the members

of the church, for the sake of peace, after years of discussion,

to be presented and submitted to debate and discussion, as

to whether it should be recognized and acted upon as a

more preferable one.

We were very glad indeed to hear this venerable and

beloved old secretary. Rev. Dr. Henry Jessup, express himself so

openly and with so much competence upon the said subject, for

he has always been wishing for the union of the two

churches,as a father wishes to see his children with one accord

united in peace and harmony.

On that declaration our hearts leaped with joy at the

prospect of healing the sore wounds of our hearts, and we

looked forward with the greatest longing to the time when the

old unity should be resumed, and when we shall gather around

the table of fellowship as one body, meeting in one church,

and hearing the blessed news of the glorious Gospel preached
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from one pulpit.

Consequently, when we were expecting none less than

these delightful news, your epistle came and foiled all

our expectations, and destroyed, as it were, with one stroke,

all hope for the desired unity, even our surprise was none

less than our regret, and we found ourselves thus compellec^

to make manifest the following protests.

1. May we ask why did your Secretary declare for his

own, and for you all, too, personally and collectively, such views

as are above mentioned, when he was not sure of your

unanimity ? Nevertheless, he affirmed that all your answers

to his inquiry on the said question were favourable, excepting

t)ie two from the Sidon field whose answers had not yet come.

2. We quote from your letter to us, the following

paragraph : « We have regretted to find that this union is

dependent on the seperation of this church from the legal union

with all sisterly churches in the parishes of your mission, also

from the regulations of the neighbouring churches »

We must not conceal from you that the alleged union,

though it be our heart's desire, was not proposed by us,

nor did we ask to have it; (aj Because we have been

enjoying the independence to which we were encouraged by

yourselves, and you bad long preached the necessity of it. (b)

We were^ thank God, enjoying both peace and edification in our
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independent church, (c) We were convinced, that it would be

impossible for you to -withdraw and to annul the same

regulations which you were very anxious to introduce to the

churches of your parishes, (d) ^e were confirmed in our belief

which we learnt by years of experience, that nothing, however

convincing, would dissuade you from carrying out your

programme. You even refused any amendment for Ihe

moderation of your code of church -laws. Consequently, not

being the seekers of the union we never made the seperation

of our church from other churches a condition of our union,

such as you have alluded to, in your letter.

In justifying the writing of your letter you said, that,

A request was brought before you through your secretary,

asking for the union of the two churches. May we ask who

was the person who made that request?

3. The union of the two Evangelical Churches of Beyrout

under the same old regulations established and sanctioned

by your worthy predecessors the missionaries in this country,

does not necessitate the abolition of your new organization,

providing, that the other churches of Lebanon, Sidon and

Tripoli, approve of it and acknowledge it as essential for their

real interest. It does not also stand in the way of their annual

meetings; but, on the contrary, they can exercise, their

authority as they please,and who knows, whether we may be
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influenced by them and follow their example, when we are

convinced of the soundness of these assemblies by the

increasing prosperity of those churches.

4. In saying that, we made a condition of our union the

seperation of our church from being linked with her sister

churches, you also added that this disunion means the

seperation of our church from the American board which

defrays the expenses of the mission, &c.

Tliis reminds us of a speech delivered by one of you, in the

Memorial Hall, not many years since, and which address has

been printed in your printing press in Beyrout.

We quote here some passages of that famous address.

« That the Presbyterian board pays liberally for our schools

and printing presses, &o. ; is it not a matter of propriety

that we sliould obey its laws ? »

We confess, that we can not see the relation between an

independent Church, or a church struggling for independence,

whose members pay regularly all the fees for the education of

their children, and the prices of books, &c., and who, like

all christians, prefer to have the Gospel of Christ their only

guide ; and between the call of obedience to laws, of which they

are totally ignorant, and which may not be of any benefit to

them, to their church, and to their country. And what makes it

more surpising is, to compare these ideas with what your late
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venerable secretary, Dr. Mitchell, said and affirmed before a

large assembly, -when he learned the gratifying tidings of our

independence,which may be given in these words : « We do not

attempt to bind you to the laws of a Presbyterian Board, nor

to any other laws ; suffice it to say, that you have the Book of

Life and the Spirit of God, together with the sound doctrines

which you have imbibed from the old missionaries; what we

now ask you is, to stick to those old doctrines and may

the Lord richly bless your efforts.)). We greatly rejoiced

at that declaration.

We also add here what we have already quoted from

the words of your secretary. He says, that experience and

strict investigation have convinced him that the Presbyterian

regulations will never do in the Orient.

If your Own board, therefore, has liberated us from obeying

these new laws, why should you now take the trouble to force

upon us, the whole, unrevised, Presbyterian code ?

5. A paragraph in your letter reads thus : « And all that,

was for the sake of a church which refuses to join lier sisters

which are bound to the Presbyterian organizations »

Why! this is extremely marvellous
I
Is it not worth while

for a church, even a single, solitary one, to have the liberty and

conscience of her members, recognised and respected ? Is it not

of more consequence that it should preserve her peace and
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'unity, and prefer these to all outer regulations of man ? Do

I

you believe that such ordinances and laws are given by

I

inspiration, or that they are absolutely ne.eessary to,

salvation f A good^ number of the dear old christians of

our churcli have lived and died and never heard of your new

j
laws ; can any one imagine that they have perished for not

i

following your new organizations? How far is, this fromi the-

Apostle's woi'ds « "Wherefore, if meat make my brother to

. offend, r will eat no flesh while the world standeth, lest I make

'my brother to offend,» and also, « And unto the Jews I

!
become as a Jew, that I might gain the Jews, &c.» and

also «'Who is weak and I am not weak? who is offended,

and 1 burn not, &c. ? » and also, « Stand ye therefore in

the liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free, and be

not entangled again with the yoke of bondage.* If: we therefore,

look to the word of God as the only light which we are exhorted

to follow, we find that edification, union, fellowship, harmony

in faith and good works among niembers of the church, are'

tar more necessary and of more vital importance than all the

laws of men put together.

6. You exhort the two churches of Beyrout to unite and

become independent^ and at the same time you insist upon

introducing your whole code of laws. If, therefore, we have

:
carried on our own independence and have spared you the
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pains of tutelage and expenses; have we not the right to abide

by the old rules in which most of us were born and bred from

childhood, ? Are we not entitled to remain faithful to them ?

Are you not aware that your same new code differs in certain

churches from others ? 'Ihereissome difference between the

churches of Damascus, Lattakia, & Egypt and that of your

Board in America. Also the churches of Scotland have not quite

the same views as those of France and America. Even your

venerable secretary, said, « that the Presbyterian code which

has been founded in Syria, is but a dim shadow of the practical

reality, and that when two or three churches agree together

they can work out their own laws.

Why is it that you exhort us to be independent, while

at the same time you lay obstacles in the way of our

independence, and wish us to submit to regulations the most

important of which are still quite unknown to us ?

7. You say. « Our church did not actually try the

Presljyterian ordinances, neither did it refute its validity by

scriptural or moral proofs. » May we ask, did you refute the

soundness of our old constitution, which was organized by your

predecessors, by the same evidences ? Did you point out the

dangers of its use by undoubted facts ? or, have you established

your new organization by such convincing arguments which

leave no place for doubt ? Or, Have you submitted this new
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code to oar perusal and study in order to be convinced, or at

least reconciled to it ? For, liow could we accept or refuse a

thing which is kept in your book-cases in big volumes ? It

was only proper that you should translate these books into

our native tongue, or at least, the principal part of them, in

order that we may study their contents closely, and either

sanction or refute their validity. Then you would have the

right to organize those that accept it into one constitutional

party, and leave the others to exercise their faith in their

old conservative way, according to the dictates of their hearts

and conscience. You would, therefore, have thus done the

proper and the right thing, leaving no ground for suspicion,

discord, and dismemberment.

We fail not to declare, that we have searched the

Scriptures all through, and we never came across any

commandment binding on christians to hold up annual meetings

of parishes, and conferences of synods, and universal meetings;

neither did we hit upon any reference to them, excepting the

meeting of the apostles and elders in Jerusalem to decide upon

a scriptural controversy which had, at that time, disturbed the

peace of the church of Antioch, and which caused disagreement

among believers of both Jews and Gentiles regarding

cirumcision. We learn that the church sent Paul and Barnabas

I to Jerusalem to ask for the opinion of the Apostles and elders.
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They gave out their judgment, by the inspiration of tlie Holy

Ghost, that the believers should be excused from this ordinance

which Christ has abolished with all other old Testanlent ones.

We understand by this, that the apostles, and only they, liave

the right to decide in such matters, owing to the inspiration,

and the particular authority which were given them. We did

not find that representatives of the churches of Cesare^, Jaffa,

Lydda and Damascus, were also present. And besides, this is

the only conference that was thus held as is understood from

the book of the Acts of the Apostles. No mention, whatever,

is made of any meeting of the envoys of tlie churches of

Palestine, Asia Minor, Greece, Macedonia, and others. Neither

did Christ order the annual meetings of tlie Apostles for

making new binding rules which may serve to entangle and

to burden the churches and make them groan under a heavy

and quite unnecessary yoke.

We could not make out what solid basis you propose

to put for this new organization, unless you had for an

example the Jewish synagogue of the seventy (which

assembly sentenced our Saviour to the death of the cross),

to which you refer in an article published in the

" Neshra ", your religious weekly paper, about two years

since. We have much to say about tliis for comment,

but we would rather postpone our observations until

2
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I

we are somewhat acquainted with the details of these

regulations.

8. During the long years of controversy which arose

between us on account of this subject, we asked you to point

out the reasons which called you to introduce the said code.

You gave those reasons and we noted them down on

paper. After slight alterations, we accepted the bill for

sheer love of peace, and for the sake of keeping unity

and harmony in the church. The members of the church

also applied their signatures to this bill and accepted it by

vole, unanimously. Then your secretary signed it too.

Its acceptance by both sides put a stop for a time to our

long discussions. After all that, you dropped the bill as if it

never existed, and came forward to force the whole of the

Presbyterian code upon us. It the first bill which we accepted

after revision was alone the Presbyterian code, why have

you neglected it, and laid it aside ? and if it was not,

why did you not say so at the time ? Your secretary gave

out in the sitting which was held at his request for

discussing the question of union-— « that the afore-mentioned

bill does not differ from the whole code except in one rule,

vi::., that the code demands that the meetings should be

held annually while the bill leaves it open for the time of need.

May we ask now ; if there was no serious reason that the
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churches should meet, why the trouble of summoning the

delegates and incur the pains and expenses of travel,

and the loss of precious time, &c. ? Should those

deputations incur such unnecessary trouble and expenses

for no important reasons, will not their meetings thus be

the means for new disappointments and controversies which

we must try to avoid ?

Will not this also lead to disscusions which will bring

forth satires and place the church in a critical position

which she had no business to have come to ? Do not our

old rules give us the right to summon deputations of clmrches

in time of need, for the settling of all prominent questions ?

Why should we, therefore, who are weak and few in number,

entangle ourselves with such burdens and incur such expenses,

which even the rich churches of America could not bear ?

for such was the information given us by your secretary

who is striving after this union.

9. You say that, " On account of the presence of the

Presbyterian code in the parishes which are under your

control you can not give your judgment in any question,

connected with the control of their affairs, but that you

have to lay all such questions before the Presbyterian

conference to discuss and settle."

We believe that this matter is entirely confined to
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yonr own hands, boeauso those oharches know nothin.-? of

these ordinances which you have pi esseii ui on them, and

which may only entangle and crush their liberty. We confess,

that we are almost Ignorant of them, and we are assured that

most, if not all the members of those churches, know no

more about them than the fixing of the time of their meeting

in a particular place. Even if they were asked as to what

they were going to do in these meetings, they would say,

that they do not know. For, what can they say of a code which

is scarely known ? We might also go far as to say, that a

good number of its supporters know next to nothing of its

various articles. We were surprised to read in your letter that

those parishes were under your control, and yet you can not

give any decisive opinion in the questions that are laid before

you. Have you not the majority of votes ? or, is it not you

who pronounce the decision ? What is more worth noti'^ing

is, that you are its most influential members, and are also the

judges of others who offend or violate the law
; but as to the

members of your mission, they are exempted from the power of

these laws. This stands in contradiction to all laws of churches

and tribunals, for it widely differs from justice. In short, you

are able to unite the two churches in one day, had you only

the will to do it.

Thank God, there are no enmities, nor hatred, nor spites.
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nor grudges, between members ot both churches, and there is

no reason that justifies this seperation. We love our brethren

of the other church and honour them, and many of both

congregations pray for this greatly desired union, for most

of them have been brought up in tlie old constitution

since their infancy. Why do you drive us away from

our inheritance and portion in Israel, and deprive us from

the privilege of enjoying our dear brotherly fellowship ?

We are, as you Icnow, a small and weak congregation,

that has suffered much, and borne reproach for the love

of Christ our Saviour and His Gospel of Truth. Is

it not enough that we should be alienated from our people

and friends ? Is it not enough that we have borne the severe

judgment of" those from without ? Is it not sufficient that

we are deprived of our representative rights before the

government? Are you not the preachers of the Gospel of peace,

and the heralds ot the God of Love, and servants of Him who

gave His Life to unite in one body all that are saved, of both

Jews and Gentiles ? If we do not look to you for restoration of

peace and reconciliation according to the will of Him who

reconciled us by the blood of His cross, who will do it ?

10. You said in the first Article of your exhortation

« That it is necessary that each church should provide

for its own self as best she could, and that she is urgently
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asked to do her uttermost to attain this object, even it its

members have to deny themselves, personally and collectively."

What we now answer to this is; that by the Grace of

God we have achieved tiiis end, and have spared you the

pains of admonition. Yes, tliank God, we have become the

first fruits of the churches of Syria in this respect. And we

fervently pray, that all those churches should seek after

this end and be enabled to follow our example. Their

independence will be a source of joy to our hearts.

Notwithstanding, we do thank you for your kind advice,

and pray that our Father will give us strength according

to our need.

11. In your epistle this paragraph is also included,

—

« It is very necessary for every church to hold up, very

zealously and minutely, the principle of deciding all questions

by majority of votes, in all matters which affect her

administration. » For this principle, « is a fundamental

part of Liberty and Justice in the Church.

»

It is true that this is a proved fact in all constitutional

affairs. We have stood by it, and for it, and we mean to

abide by this rule. But to yield to the votes of members of

the church, who are strangers and whose stay in our midst is

temporal, and who know very little of the particular affairs of

the church ; And also the yielding to votes of members who
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do not participate nor subscribe to defray expenses of the

oliurch, etc., is a question that deserves tlie utmost

consideration, in order to have it settled in such a proper way,

that will not affect the interest and prosperity of the Church.

We were more surprised when you said that, « It is

necessary for every church to hold up the principle of decision

by majority of votes ; And that, after strict investigation, you

were convinced that the Presbyterian code is most simple in

practice, etc." May we ask with which church did you enter into

communication in this respect ? or, whether you have gained

tlie majority of votes of the Beyrout Church, whose members

are above a hundred ? Did you ask for the votes of the other

churches, and have you legally obtained the majority ? What

strange problem I How do you exhort us to stick to a law

which yoa yourselves violate ? If you have only gained the

majority of your own missionary votes, not heeding the

churches, will that be called a law of justice ?

12. Your third Article reads thus : "it is indispensable

that each church should manage her own finance, which,

should never be entrusted to a committee or to

representatives, even if they were church active members,

unless they are properly elected by majority of votes,

and that those elected by mijority are liable to be

changed. They are also pledged to present to the church
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all their reports to be sanctioned ; and they are, to her,

next to God, responsible in all things.

»

What we have to say now is, that this is exactly what we

are doing, and what we intend to adhei'e to, except the

control of bequeathed cash and property when left by the

testator under the charge of the Church's Benevolent Society.

It the testator wills that his bequest should be entrusted to

such Society, then this body is obliged to carry out the

charge. We cannot see how can the society tnke the liberty

to violate the will, and hand over what she was entrusted with,

to the church, thus opposing the will of the testator.

13. In your fourth Article we read that, « It is incumbent

on every church ,to be united to the neighbouring sister

churches, and to be linked with them in a most binding manner;
1

I

first, to guarantee her own security ; and secondly, to be able

jto raise and improve herself, and to have more influence in her

' service with those who are without.

»

Our answer is this : We have been united to our sister

I churches for a period of about 50 vears, acknowledging one

I

simple constitution laid down by the first venerable missionaries.

No dissension, whatever, arose between us ; and the bond of

j
christian love and harmony linked us all together. We had

• no trouble that led to dismemberment, neither had we any

perversion of our creed which we have embraced and pledged
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ourselves solemnly to keep and protect since our admission

into the fellowship of tlie Church. All that we wish for is, to

have those solemn vows respected and not endangered by

adding- any supplements. Let it not be supposed that we are

opposed to all organizations, but let it be understood that

we deem it of vital importance to abide by the constitution

which we have accepted and promised to hold ; for that is

the only security for the maintenance of the church, and the link

that binds our unity, also the best means for the improvement

and increase of the Church's influence in her service amongst

those without. "We never wished to be separated from

our sister churches, and we tliink that separation is a most

deplorable misfortune to the church, and ought to be avoided

by all pos.sible means. We welcome all members of

Qiristian churches who desire to see us; and we most

heartily wish to have concord and harmony and brotherly

discussion of all questions for the good of the church and

her prosperity.

14. We also quote this : that « While standing for the

liberty of all churches to manage their ovm affairs, you never

dreamt of occupying in them the post of umpires ; but, having

much and important relations with them, and watching over

their progress with a loving lieart, you deem it incumbent

upon you to make this declaration that, after much reflection

3
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and correspondence, and sound experience, you have come to

this firm conclusiont, hat the Presbyterian code, which is in use

at present in tlie churches of Syria, is the simplest in practice,

the safest in averting dangers, and tlie most effectual for the

good and progress of the churches.

»

Here, we if would we could hold our peace, for we are

not in an attitude of sharp controversy, neither can, we

comment on a code the greater part of which is not known,

but is contained in huge volumes which have made even your

Board fail to make of it an abbreviated sumvnary. If you say

that this code has been translated into our language and

printed, we would affirm that this little tract is but a shadow

of the original, proving this from the words of a member

of your mission.

What is already translated is of little or no consequence.

It is astonishing to hear you saying, « It is of the simplest of

constitutions » , when it is ascertained that it contains many

parts and chapters which can only be learnt after a long time of

laborious study. "We consequently, have pleasure in informing

you that the constitution which we have known, accepted,

and held since the birth of the church in Syria, is simpler

still, and we found no defects nor faults in it, and so, we

shall bold on to it as long as we are sure of its solidity.

You say that the Presbyterian code is safer and more
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effectual, etc.; but you have not given us any valid proofs.

Neither did we note any progress of the churches who

embraced it, nor their growth in spiritual matters. On

the contrary, we have noted with sorrow the dissensions

that sprang up in the churches after its introduction, such as

have happened in Miniara (Tripoli field), Zahleh, Hasbeya,

Judeida, and Sidon. Even the conference which was held

last year in Sidon has not been represented by three churches,

who are the most important in that field, and it has passed

its vote even in the absence of a good number of the

representatives of the sister churches. We can not tell

liow far this discord would reaoh in the future, but is this

not a s:ifficient proof that we ought not to accept codes

that breed dissensions ? You did not point out to us the

weakness and the supposed dangers of our constitution, but

facts prove that it is more safe and solid.

You will kindly allow us, in speaking of the « Presbyterian

code », to say, that the word Presbytery which you atti'ibute

to this code is taken from St. Paul's Epistle to Timothy

1 Tim. IV ; 14. « Neglect not the gift that is in thee, which was

given thee by prophecy, with the laying on of the hands of the

Presbytery. » But this word stands for ministers or elders or

those advanced in years and experience in Spiritual Knowledge.

These men, never laid a written code of regulations for the
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churches, neither did they ordain binding annual meetings

tor parishes, nor universal conterenoes. Moreover, we were

greatly surprised by your adding a fourth order to the

church service, viz., ruling elders whona you place on a level

with ministers, and ordain them to permanent office. You

are aware that the Apostle in writing to the Philippians said,

« To all the saints with the Bishops (or ministers or elders

as explained in the marginal notes of the Bible), and deacons. »

Had there been a fourth grade, the Apostle would

have never hesitated to mention it. But if you quote the

text « Let the elders that rule well, be counted worthy

of double honour, » we answer that the word rule is an

attribute of the elders or pastoi'S who are foremost in their

expei-ience, owing to their advance in age, and not a special

grade or office in the church. It is well known that some of

the church members, have the gifts of administration or rule,

as others have the gifts of instruction, of interpretation, etc.

We can not therefore admit that whoever obtains these gifts

should necessarily be counted as one of the permanent office

bearers, unless you deem it only a matter of convenience.

Consequently, if we have only our own convenience to think of,

not heeding the Book of Life, we open the door for superfluous

dogmas, which may have an undesirable end. Moreover, if the

elders be of the same grade as ministers, never to be changed
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or removed as is the case in the Presbyterian code, the

result would be that all the members of these conferences

would stand as one ministerial grade and the people would be

left unrepresented, 'ihe conference being shut to every one

except ministers and elders, and consequently the church will

be deprived of the liberty of electing its representatives.

You said that you never intended to be umpires in

churches ; if so, why not leave to our two Evangelical churches

in Beyrout the liberty of union ? Or, why do you not exhort

and help us to realize it, as is expected from preachers who

consider the higher interest of the church as the most important

and binding duty, as you have expressed it in your letter.

We know that you are very influential in those churches,

and we never imagine that they will oppose you, it you really

desire to have the union, but, on the contrary, all will help

you to accomplish it.

15. You said also, « That as one of the two Evangelical

churches in Beyrout is now united with the other churches in

the Presbyterian form, it is a matter of fact that freeing her

of this bond is beyond your power ; even this said church, can

never break this link, nor carry out any important undertaking

before consulting the Presbyterian conference. If she did

anything without consultation, she would violate her pledges

and duties towards her sister churches. You say also that the
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chief benefit of the Presbyterian code, is to guard every church

which adopts it from falling into needless changes, -which iiiay

be both unwise and unjust.') In answer to wliieli, ^\•e say; thai

the mutual union between the members of one church is more

essential than their connexion with other churches. And yet

those which you name as « the two Evangelical churches of

Beyrout » are in reality only one church, and it grieves our

hearts to hear them called two. It is true that one part of

this church has stood aloof for some jiarticular reasons,

which certainly have not h&en caused by the members

themselves, but we never despaired of a speedy reconciliation
;

for the members of both parties were united for not less than

fifty years, and we are sure that their christian, brotlierly,

and natural union is far more binding than the connexion of

one part with the Presbyterian convention for the short period

of two years only. Nevertheless, this said connexion does

not include all the members, the majority of whom have

scarcely known any thing of this assembly, its condition, and

consequences ; and in which the church was only represented

by one minister and one elder, and no more. It would have

been far better to unite first the two parties, enabling them

to carry out the independence for which you have so often

exhorted us, and which both you and your board deem a

primary and vital measure, than to bring forward your new code
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with its various and Ml explanations, leaving to us the'liberty

of accepting, modifying, or refusing it. Especially, as your

American Board gives its advice to this effect, as we were

made to understand this from your two worthy secretaries

the late Rev. Dr. Mitchell, and the present secretary, both

men of wisdom, intelligence and experience.

In regard to your saying, « It does not concern you to free

our sister church from this connexion, » we have already

given you our answer. We did not ask you to liberate, but

we request you to grant us the liberty of choice and action.

We have reasons to believe that if not all the brethren of the

other church, the majority at least would rather have this union

had their free will been respected. For there are no personal

causes which justify this separation, neither did they see in

their former code anything which would lead them to abandon

it and embrace the Presbyterian regulation. In speaking of our

sister church you say, « that you can not sever this link, nor

can she, independently, carry out any important undertaking

imless she consults the presbyterian assembly. If she does

anything without consultation she would infringe the law of

respect to her sister churches, and break her promises and

pledges with 'the presbyterian confederation.)) This was greatly

surprising to us ; can not a church carry out an important

project without being forced to consult other churches
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who may not approve of it ? Where is t)ien the liberty to

which Christ liatli called us ? It seems, that you have chained

the hands of the churches, and prevented them from carrying-

on their own progress and endeavouring to act for their benefit

and interest. Supposing the presbyterian conference was held

in April, and in May the church thought of an important

undertaking which she may deem most necessary for her

benefit ; must she then postpone the matter eleven months and

wait for the second meeting of the convention in order to lay

her proposals before that body, perhaps to find that it was too

late ? If that be the case, we must confess that this code

instead of being an attraction to us is rather a repulsion.

It drives us away in order that we may not bind

ourselves with chains which we can not bear. We even

doubt whether our brethren in the other church knew of these

regulations and whether they submitted to them ; any how, we

know, that they, as well as we, have the full liberty to choose

what we find most conducive to the welfare of our church.

And we doubt not, that while you are the representatives

and defenders of religious freedom, you will never encourage

us to part with such liberty.

16. The end of your letter has the following, « We are
'

glad that the Divine Providence has smoothed the way for an
'

agreeable and speedy solution of this question through the
|
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Presbyterian assembly, which is to hold its sitting in Beyrout,

next April. For this conference is the legitimate representative

of all rights and responsibilities, for and against you in the

Church's administration and constitution, as this regency is

'/orroborated not only by the official programmes of your

Mission, but also by the old constitution on the basis of ^Yhich

all the churches of this country are built ».

We believe that the Divine Providence facilitates, at all

times, peace and union, when there is sincerity and honesty,

ind when all stumbling blocks are cast aside. And we do not

imagine that our brethren, the members of the conference,

desire the separation of our church, for we still know them to

be full of Christian love and Christian zeal, and this gives us

strong hope of their good will towards us.

You say, « That this regency is corroborated not only by

the official programmes of your mission but also by the old

constitution on the basis of which all the Evangelical churches

of this country were established. »

We were very glad to hear you say so ; and we are

ready to submit to this paragraph, « That the Evengelical

Churches of this country were established on the old

constitution. » Well, the said constitution says, « That if

any difficulty occurs in a church, the Committee of which is

unable to solve, she has the right to call Pastors and
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representatives of the sister churches to help her in the
'

solution of that difficulty.)' We do not believe that our church
!

i

has yet failed to solve the present question, for she did not yet

meet officially to discuss and decide it. But, should she meet

once or twice for deep study and exchange of opinions and I

fail, then she would seek the assistance of brother pastors and

representatives of the other churches.

You say our church is established on this solid

constitution, therefore she will remain faithful to it and abide

by it in accordance with the conviction of her conscience,

and to avoid the criticism of other denominations.

In submitting these remarks to you, we beg to say, that

we have not been actuated by any mere selfish motives

^

nor by any prejudices. God forbid 1 We never thought of

undervaluing the honour and respect due to you, but, on the

contrary, we greatly appreciate your missionary, benevolent,

and literary efforts, for which we cannot but express our i

sincere thanks both to you and to your board in America.

We believe that our present difference does not affect

our common belief in the solemn principles of our Lord's

living Word, nor our aims towards edification, growth in

spiritual life, and spreading the word of our common

Master in our beloved country. For, how can we disagree

about apparel and leave the living body to suffer and
\
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emaciate. If my partner should disagree with me on a

question of apparel or fashion of dress, I do not see why

I should quarrel with him and sever my friendly connexion

for such a trifling cause.

We believe that should the union of these two parts of

the one church in one place of worship be unfortunately

unattainable, the union of their hearts in a Christian bond of

love and the keeping up of brotherly relationship will not be, by

God's blessing, impossible. We see Evangelical Churches in

America, England, etc., doing their utmost for establishing

closer relationship between christians, and it is mostly for

this end that they form committees and hold conferences and

conventions for deepening the christian life, and for stronger

fellowship in forwarding Christ's Kingdom. Why should we not

follow their example ? Do we not believe in one Saviour, and

partake of the same evangelical truths ? Have we not one

end in view, one hope, and look for one home in heaven ? Let

no one, therefore, say I am of Paul's or ApoUos', or Cephas',

tor we are all the body of Christ, and members in particular.

We had no other motives in framing these comments, than to

disclose to you our hearts as to venerable and zealous pastors

who aim after the harmony, the peace, and the independence

of the church, and who have also greatly laboured, in

planting the seed of the saving truth in this country. We
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rejoice to see this seed taking root, and growing. You have

infused into these infant Protestant churches in Syria, those

precious gospel principles which helped her to grow and by

which we desire to abide. We do not at all think that you

desire any dismemberment of the church ; consequently, we

hope that you will help us to heal these wounds, and unite

in peace and harmony in one place of worship.

Before coming to a close, we call upon the Head of our

Church, to guide us, one and all, into the path of reconciliation

and charity, to point out to us the more effective means for

the overcoming of all obstacles that block the way of progress

in His Kingdom and tlie prosperity of His Church.

"We also call upon our brethren and sisters of our church

in Beyrout, (not saying, " the other church"), and also all the

Evangelical churches of Syria,that they may unite together, in

assisting us with their prayers and advice, that we may

attain this most desirable object, vix!., Perfect union and

harmony, under the All-Surrounding wings and the

AU-Powerful Arms of Our Lord and master, Jesus Christ, and

the influence of His Holy Spirit ; for which we all,

unanimously and fervently pray. Amen.

By order oi the Evangelical Native

Church of Beyrout and its Committee,
No3m6 Tabet,

Deacon.
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